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LG Prada 2 Phone Launches SIM Free UK - LG KF900 Prada 2

The new Prada 2 mobile phone from LG has now been released as a SIM Free handset in the UK, we
review the LG KF900 Prada 2 and explain the pros and cons of a SIM Free release.

Dec. 10, 2008 - PRLog -- The second edition of the LG prada phone is commonly known simply as the
Prada 2 but also by its model name as the KF900, this new device adds new technology and features to the
original KE850 model plus a new text input method hidden in its frame.

The original LG Prada was a success for both the design house Prada and the mobile phones manufacturer
LG Electronics, many other collaborations were quick to follow their lead including partnerships between
Armani with Samsung and Ted Baker with HTC.

The new Prada 2 mobile phone offers a very similar external design to the original model to the point that
to an untrained eye you would be forgiven for thinking that there were no difefrences, but on closer
inspection from a side view the avid admirer will notice a new line down the side of the handset.

Prada 2 Deals: http://www.phoneslimited.co.uk/LG/KF900+Prada+2.html

This is because of the inclusion of a full Qwerty keyboard, one of the big bug bears of the KE850 was that
the nly method of text input was via its large touchscreen, the LG Prada 2 still offers this method however
the hidden slide out keyboard makes it far easier and quicker to write text messages and emails.

The unique QWERTY keyboard available only with the new Prada 2 is designed for maximum ease of use.
The metallic feel makes it a pleasure to touch and type, complimenting the slick design aesthetic. The silver
keyboard along with the additional on-screen, call and hang-up buttons gives fresh tactility to the original
minimal concept.

Certified by Schneider-Kreuznach this 5 megapixel mobile phone produces ultra-fine picture quality which
includes Image stabilizer whereby users can take steady pictures even when their heart is racing.

The LG Prada II is a quad-band GSM with support for HSDPA 7.2 Mbps, has Bluetooth 2.0 and USB. The
extras include microSD card slot for up to 8GB of memory, Wi-Fi, a 3-inch 240x400 touch display and is
also capable of recording D1 (720 x 480 pixels) videos at 30 fps (frames per second). The Prada 2 handset
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by LG is not just for pleasure, this is a luxury design accessory that can also compete on every level with
the most technological hand held devices.

Glowing icons on the face of the phone disappear when not in use to reveal a pure, un-adulterated black
exterior. It hosts an array of additional multimedia functions, including an MP3 player and a music
multitasking function for messaging. It also boasts an external memory slot, allowing the user to increase
memory capacity for images, music and film clips. 

PRADAs involvement extends beyond exterior aesthetics to the key elements of the user experience such as
the advanced touch interface, ring tones, pre-loaded content, mobile phone accessories and an exclusive
leather case, inspired by the classic Italian craftsmen tradition.

The advent of a SIM Free release of this new deisgner phone will be music to the ears of many mobile
enthusiasts as it means that they will  not have to sign up to a lengthy contract deal in orde to own one of
these beautiful new handsets.

The LG Prada 2 SIM free phone is unlocked to all network operators which means that consumers can hold
onto their existing SIM card and retain their mobile number, account details (pay as you go or pay monthly)
and any SIM saved contacts.

Because there are no networks involved in the purchasing of the LG KF900 Prada 2 those wanting to buy
this new phone will not have to undergo any network credit checks so even those with a bad credit history
are able to own this new piece of technology.

The SIM free LG Prada 2 also opens up the prospect of purchasing for others as there is no need to register
the handset at point of sale, it also means that existing phone users can replace a lost or stolen phone
without having to incur any extra line rental charges, contract or network tie-ins.

Original LG Prada Phone: http://www.phoneslimited.co.uk/LG/KE850+Prada.html

Although this new phone does not offer the highest technology available such as the 8.0 megapixel camera
lenses found in recent releases such as the LG Renoir and Samsung Pixon it does offer a real alternative to
the mundane one brand devices with its obvious designer elements and sleek styling.

# # #

About Phones Limited: A price comparison website for the latest mobile phone deals from over 20 leading
UK mobile phones retailers and networks resulting in over 200,000 deals compared daily. 
http://www.phoneslimited.co.uk/
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